About Inventors – Easy Science for Kids

Read the sentences below. Visit our Easy Science for Kids page All about Inventors to find the missing words.
Write them in the empty spaces and find these hidden words in the puzzle!
[Words might be hidden horizontally, vertically and perhaps even back to front...!]

1. Many inventors played with simple toys like _________. They built forts or experimented with old _________. They usually didn’t have a lot of toys. Instead, they used their _________.
2. __________ researchers study new ways to grow healthy food so everyone has enough to eat.
3. You can be an __________ right now. Take science classes, read books on science and ______. Play and use your imagination.
4. __________, mathematicians and other scientists work on things like _________, space flight, and electronics.
5. They were all __________. They all liked to learn. And they all had ________ that could make life better for other people.
6. __________ and inventors are constantly creating new things.
7. Perhaps you can find ways to make solar or _________ energy more efficient or find a new source of energy altogether.
8. Take _________ machines apart (if your mom and dad say it’s okay). Ask questions. Attend a science or invention _________.

Learn about Inventors and more here: http://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-inventors/
Fun Science Facts, Activities, Videos, Interactive Quizzes and more...